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Blair expresses hope for Middle East
by

Gillian Javetski

Daily Editorial Board

Former Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom Tony Blair
offered an optimistic glimpse
into the future of the tumultuous Middle East yesterday, calling upon the international community to unlock tensions there
primarily by allaying the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
Blair, currently the envoy to
the region for the Quartet, which
is composed of the United States,
Russia, the United Nations and
the European Union, repeatedly
highlighted the need for a multilateral approach. And in declaring an end to Western supremacy, he insisted that countries
move beyond short-sighted, selfcentered policies.
“I tell you this from the bottom
of my heart and from everything
I’ve learned in the past 15 months,”
Blair told the crowd in the packed
Gantcher Center. “Resolving the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict is the
single most important thing we
can do. Nothing is more important, nothing is more urgent and
nothing should stand in our way.”
For Blair, the solution needs
to involve a cross-section of the
international community.
“The global alliances that we
have are absolutely critical in
determining the nature of the
world that we live in,” he said.
“We need to understand that
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Former Prime Minister of Great Britain and Northern Ireland addressed a packed Gantcher Center.
global alliances matter, and
what they need is global institutions. And that’s why the narrow
view of foreign policy conducted
accordingly to self-interest no

DTD fraternity plans
to return to campus
after suspension
by

Gillian Javetski

Daily Editorial Board

After being suspended four years ago,
the Beta Mu chapter of the Delta Tau
Delta (DTD) fraternity will return to Tufts
this spring with a new member class.
For the next few weeks, DTD Chapter
Leadership Consultant Nicholas Aylward
will be on the Tufts campus in an effort
to promote the fraternity’s return.
“When we closed the group … we
decided that when all members of the
group had graduated, we would like
to come back to Tufts,” Aylward, who
works in DTD’s central office in Indiana,
told the Daily. “We now think that it’s an
appropriate time to return.”
Directory of Fraternity and Sorority
Affairs Patrick Romero-Aldaz, a Delta
Tau Delta alum himself, is looking forward to DTD’s return.
“As with any growth in our community,
we are very excited to have a new chapter on campus to provide more options
for student involvement,” he told the
Daily in an e-mail. “Once they are back
in working order, they will become the
new member of the fraternity community and be active members of [the
Interfraternity Council].”
DTD, which was established at Tufts in
1889, was suspended during the spring
semester of 2005 when a freshman
stopped breathing during a pledging
see DTD, page 2

longer works.”
Blair spoke as part of the Issam
M. Fares Lecture Series, which
brings experts in Middle Eastern
affairs to campus on a semi-reg-

ular basis. Past speakers include
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
and former U.S. President George
H.W. Bush.
In his address, Blair called the

challenge reconciling Islam and
Western ideals “a struggle that
is taking place in many different
arenas.” The former prime minister said that in order to achieve
the best outcomes for both sides,
all parties must be mindful of
their intertwined futures.
“Both of us, Islam and the West,
can live in peaceful coexistence
[if] we learn that it is our destiny to succeed or fail together,”
Blair said. “Do you respond to
globalization together or apart?
Can Islam have its reformation
and let its civilization flourish
in the 21st century? Can we in
the West understand the days of
supremacy are over and that the
world will flourish from partnership or it will fail?
“This is a challenge of fundamental importance, and how
we combat it will determine
the future of the region and the
future of the world,” Blair added.
“It is not a battle that can be won
simply by military means.”
Blair reiterated continuously throughout the speech that
the first step in solving issues
between the West and the Middle
East is to address the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Drawing
upon his experience as prime
minister during the peace talks in
Northern Ireland, Blair said that
with the right tactics, the conflict
is solvable.
see BLAIR, page 2

Over half of runners training for this year’s
Boston Marathon get cut from Tufts team
by

Katherine Sawyer
Daily Staff Writer

Over 200 members of the community
ran quite literally out of luck after record
registration numbers forced organizers
to cut over half of those interested in
taking part in the President’s Marathon
Challenge (PMC).
This year, 421 people signed up for
the 200 spots that Tufts receives for the
Boston Marathon, which will take place
on April 20. Normally, the interest level
is in the mid-300s. Organizers have prioritized seniors, meaning that all freshmen, most sophomores and a number
of graduate students didn’t make this
year’s cut.
Some of the cut students had already
practiced with the team and expressed
frustration that they would not be able to
run with fellow Jumbos on the big day.
“I wish the program had been more
transparent and straightforward with
Tufts undergraduates,” sophomore
Rameen Aryanpur said.
But Megerle said that Tufts community members have, for the most part,
been receptive to the cutting process.
“It’s worked out well,” he said. “It’s a fair
system.” He also noted that students who
did not make this year’s team will be
guaranteed a spot next year.
“If those who were cut want to be
involved next year, regardless of seniority,
they will be able to be involved,” Megerle
said. “We are guaranteeing them a num-
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Tufts students get in shape for the marathon.
ber next year because of the incredible
over-subscription to the program this
year. We want them to be a part of this.”
This year, those excluded from the
Tufts group can still participate in the
marathon if they independently qualify.
They can also continue to practice with
the team leading up to the event and
many have chosen to do so.
“The kids have been great,” PMC
Director Don Megerle said. “A lot of

freshmen and sophomores still come to
the runs.”
University President Lawrence Bacow,
the creator of the challenge, also was
impressed by the students’ response to
the news. “The PMC has become very
popular,” he told the Daily in an e-mail.
“What I find encouraging is that even
those who did not receive numbers
see MARATHON, page 2
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Junior Jared Engelking
emerged victorious from
the Tufts Pentathlon on
Friday with a score of
3,400 points.
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Police Briefs
Check me out
An individual asked a Tufts
student on College Avenue
on Jan. 23 to cash a check.
After taking a watch as collateral, the student acquiesced and withdrew $200
from his personal Bank of
America account to give
to the individual. After the
check cleared a few days
later, the individual asked
the student to cash another
check, this time for $220.
The second check did not
clear, and the student reported the incident to the Tufts
University Police Department
(TUPD). The individual paid
$100 back and promised to
return the rest later.

Nose goes (on a
rampage)
TUPD officers received a
call on Jan. 24 at 1:46 a.m.
from the Delta Upsilon fraternity house reporting that a

basement window had been
vandalized. A resident of the
house, who was listening to
music when the window was
kicked in, identified the individual as a Tufts student. TUPD
officers found the student
in Lewis Hall icing his nose.
The student, who had been
drinking, admitted to kicking
in the window in retaliation
for getting punched in the
nose. A report was sent to
Dean of Student Affairs Bruce
Reitman’s office.

Bringing down the
house
A OneSource supervisor
notified TUPD officers on Jan.
25 of extensive destruction at
94 Curtis Ave. After discovering beer cans and Solo cups
in the kitchen of the Tuftsowned house, TUPD officers
found broken ceiling tiles,
dismantled furniture, a damaged heating baseboard and
a board that had been pulled
off the wall.

Students cut from marathon
team keep training with group

MARATHON

continued from page 1

have continued to train with
the team. In that sense, people
have not been ‘cut.’”
Originally, the final group
did not include any freshmen
or sophomores, but after three
participants dropped out, orga-

nizers invited two second-year
students and a graduate student to join the team.
“I actually just found out that
I’m back on the team,” said
Evan Steinberg, a sophomore
who snagged one of the spots
that opened up. “It’s fantastic.
I’m really excited about it.”

News

DTD likely to be housed in dorm for three years
DTD

continued from page 1

event that involved drinking.
Upon further investigation,
chapter members admitted to
a series of violations, including
hazing and providing alcohol
to minors.
“The chapter at the time
was found responsible for
violating some of the university’s and its own policies,”
Romero-Aldaz said. “As such,
the chapter lost recognition
from both Tufts and the international organization.”
Following their suspension,
Aylward said that DTD’s central
leadership took quick action to
institute anti-hazing policies on
the Tufts campus.
“When this happened, we
were pretty swift to act and
immediately started the antihazing hotline for all Greek
organizations
[at
Tufts],”
Aylward said. “Of course we are
going to take responsibility for
what happened, but our hope
in starting fresh on the Tufts
campus this year is that we can
move past this.”
Romero-Aldaz also hopes
that students will give the chapter the chance to start anew. “It
is very important for the community to note that the new
Delta Tau Delta at Tufts will not
be the same chapter that was
expelled,” he said.
In an effort to integrate DTD
into the community, Aylward
has been meeting with representatives from sororities, the
Tufts Community Union Senate
and the Leonard Carmichael
Society. He hopes that by the

alison mehlsak/tufts daily

DTD will return to Tufts this spring after a four-year absence.
time the fraternity’s recruiting
period ends on Feb. 20, DTD
will have around 40 to 42 male
students, the campus average
for fraternities.
“When we look to expand
on campus, we look to hit the
average, but it will be OK if we
are higher or lower by Feb. 20,”
he said.
As of now, Alpha Epsilon
Pi (AEPi) occupies DTD’s former residence at 98 Professors
Row, which is operated by DTD
alumni. Aylward said that he
is working with the Office of
Residential Life and Learning
to secure a section of a dorm
for DTD members for the next
three years.
“Per Tufts policy, when a
Greek organization forms, in
order to ensure the group’s sustainability, they must wait three
years until they can occupy a
house,” he said. “While we want

to make sure that they can run
an organization before they
run a facility, at the same time
we want to give them something that they can call their
own for now.”
Aylward said that at this
point, no decision has been
reached as to where AEPi will
live when their lease runs out in
three years.
“We don’t know if we want
to move back because the AEPi
tenants have been great, and
we don’t want to kick them
out,” he said. “We want to make
sure that whatever outcome is
reached should be beneficial for
both groups.”
DTD will begin handing out
bids on Wednesday, when the
fraternity will hold an open
meeting in Goddard Chapel.
Wednesday also marks the end
of the Interfraternity Council’s
recruiting period.

Blair emphasizes need for countries to work together to confront global problems

BLAIR

continued from page 1

“In Northern Ireland, we found a way
for people to manage their disagreements,” he said. “It was one of the most
heartening and surprising things when
you see people who used to be enemies
sitting down together in a room and …
ready to work.”
Blair believes these same problemsolving tactics could be applied to the
conflict between Israel and Palestine,
so long as a dialogue between both
groups ensues.
More specifically, he called for reforms
in the West Bank and a “different and
better approach to Gaza.
“It should be [our aim] to harm
extremists and help the people of Gaza,
but I fear that it may be the other way
around,” he said. “We have to offer them
the genuine prospect of unity, but on the
right terms and on the terms of a general
two-state solution.
“It can be done, but it has to be done,”
Blair said, adding that during his time in
the region, he “felt the tension rising.”
In a momentary departure from
the Middle East, Blair spoke about
his interest in Africa, an interest
he argued is both humanitarian and
based on a desire to contain conflicts in
dangerous regions.
“To me, dealing with Africa is not just
a moral cause, but is an act of enlightened self-interest,” he said. “If you look
at Sudan and Somalia, their conflicts are
beginning to spread out and be exported
to the outside of their countries.”
Blair said that problems like those in
Somalia and Sudan are apparent in several countries. He warned the audience
that, if not monitored, regional conflicts
can spread well beyond their geographical boundaries.
“This is one struggle that is taking
place in many different arenas. The
impact of the conflict is felt most by the
people engaged in it, but its impact goes
far wider,” he said. “People understand
that it is important to reach beyond the
confines of a strip of land.”
Throughout his speech, Blair
returned to themes regarding global
interdependence and a need for countries to work together.
“The term ‘global community’ is a

cliché because it’s true,” Blair said.
“Whether you take the conflict in the
Middle East or you take climate change
or the current economic crisis, if you
look at any challenge we face today,
each is global and requires a global
response. In no case is a country, even
one as powerful as America, able to
handle them alone.
“The question is: Do we make that
coming together work?” Blair asked. “Or
do we make that coming together a
source of friction and division and difficulty that leads to a coming apart?”
Following Blair’s speech, Bacow read
aloud questions that were pre-written by
Tufts students.
One student asked Blair if he could
publicly say that he had cause to invade
Iraq during his time in office. The former
prime minister cautiously defended his
controversial support for the decision.
“All I want to say is that we got Saddam
[Hussein] in … 2003, and since then,
we’ve been fighting a different battle,” he
said. “But even though it’s been difficult
and bloody, I still think it would’ve been
worse if [Hussein] and his two sons were
running Iraq.”
Blair’s presentation also featured several light moments. During the question-and-answer session, Blair talked
about how living in a fast-paced world
can create new dilemmas.
“Everyone is faced with challenges in
this fast-moving world,” he said. “For
example, I’ve got a BlackBerry and a
mobile phone, and I didn’t even have
one when I was a prime minister.”
At that moment, Bacow, who was on
stage with Blair, interjected, “I’d sure like
to get rid of mine.” Blair responded, “Yes,
but for me it’s really exciting.”
Another student asked Blair if he had
any regrets during his time as prime
minister. Smiling, Blair responded, “Yes,
plenty, but I’d say that that’s for me to
know and for you guys to find out.”
Although scheduled to begin at 4:30
p.m., the speech did not start until about
6 because Blair’s plane was delayed following substantial snowfall in London.
Blair joked about the blizzard, which
brought the most snow the city has seen
in 18 years.
“I have never seen London like that.
Everything was shut down,” Blair said.

rebekah sokol/tufts daily

Tony Blair attended a reception following his lecture.
“The only thing depressing is coming
here and seeing that your snow looks
worse, and yet you all seem to be functioning much better.”
Blair’s remarks were well-received by
Tufts students, many of whom appreciated his optimistic outlook. “I think it
was really thoughtful the way he spoke,
very witty,” sophomore Yamila IrizarryGerould said. “If he has that vision for
the region, then I’m glad he’s leading
the Quartet.”
“It was uplifting in a time of more
depressing circumstances,” sophomore
Henry Rea said.
Still, even those impressed with the
tone of the speech often said they would
have liked to have heard more details.

“It was nothing we haven’t heard
before really, especially here at Tufts,”
Irizarry-Gerould said.
And while some students also quipped
that his responses to student questions,
particularly the one concerning his
justification for invading Iraq, skirted
the main issues, others felt he handled
them adequately.
“He basically said, ‘I published the
intelligence that I got before I made the
decision to go there; look at it online,’”
freshman Brittany Chait said. “You can
put yourself in his shoes and ask yourself why we actually did it as opposed to
always saying we shouldn’t have.”
Ben Gittleson contributed reporting to
this article.
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With STI rates on the rise, so
are sexual health resources

Michael Siegel/Tufts Daily

In light of somewhat ominous national statistics, many Tufts students are working to improve their safe-sex practices.
by Julie

Kalt

Daily Editorial Board

Contraception, condoms and communication are two key ingredients to practicing safe sex, especially on a college
campus. Oftentimes, the college hookup
culture can interfere with healthy decision-making, but both students and oncampus professionals believe that for the
most part, Tufts students are effectively
using the resources they are provided to
practice safe sex.
According to Melanie Lown, director
of communications and public awareness for Planned Parenthood League of
Massachusetts (PPLM), the majority of
patients that come to Planned Parenthood
are 18 to 24 years old.
“Seventy-five percent of PPLM’s patients
come for preventative care, including
gynecology exams, cervical and breast
cancer screening, birth control and emergency contraception,” Lown explained.
“Students … visit PPLM because they can
access high-quality, affordable health care
in a safe and confidential environment.
We also make it convenient for people to
get the care they need when they need
it. We offer convenient walk-in hours
and appointments, as well as affordable
birth control. Many Tufts students visit
our express health center, PLAN, in Davis
Square, Somerville for birth control and
STI screening and treatment.”
On campus, Michelle Bowdler, senior

director of Health and Wellness Services,
explained that practicing safe sex is a significant area of interest to students.
“Our comment cards frequently mention what types of condoms we offer and
make suggestions about them. Students
also frequently discuss how to distribute
condoms on campus, as well as information about safe sex practices,” she said.
“Our student health group [Prevention,
Awareness and Consent at Tufts (PACT)] is
very interested in this topic and hopes to
be doing a lot of education in the months
ahead. Students utilize all of our materials
regarding safe sex practices. Many of our
appointments are for STI screening, and
safer sex practices are routinely discussed
in gynecology exams.”
And with student groups like Jumbos for
Life and Voices for Choice (VOX)) debating issues related to contraception and
abortion on campus, practicing safe sex
is gaining visibility on both health-andwellness and the political fronts.
Sophomore Lydia Mitts, co-chair of Tufts
VOX, feels that no student should take
the issue of sexual responsibility lightly.
“I think it’s important that students take
advantage of safe sex resources, regardless
of gender,” she said. “There are free condoms at multiple places on the campus and
[Health Service] has excellent resources, all
of which, if used, can create a healthier
community here at Tufts,” she said. “In the
end, I’m less concerned with where students are getting safe sex resources, and

more interested that they are using them.
Here at VOX, our main concerns are just
that — promoting safe sex practices, and
making sure that the safe sex resources
on campus are well known and as userfriendly as possible, so that students know
about and are open to using them.”
VOX is helping to make this goal a reality.
“We have done multiple condom distribution campaigns, including our annual
distribution of safe sex goodie bags,” Mitts
said. “In the past, we have also held emergency contraception workshops on campus discussing the facts about it, how to get
it on campus, and the politics of it. We are
planning to hold another one this semester.
[And] every year we have a sex fair which is
a fun way to educate the campus about safe
sex resources and information.”
These efforts come in the face of a
recent Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) report that 25 percent of
teenage girls have a sexually transmitted
infection.
“We recognize that young people need
more information to keep themselves
safe and healthy throughout their lives,”
Lown said. “Our VOX groups … have been
critical in raising awareness and educating students about accessing sexual and
reproductive health care options.”
Despite the work of organizations like
Planned Parenthood and VOX, college students still face challenges when it comes
see SEXUAL HEALTH, page 4

The future of Students For Barack Obama
Group begins plans to support President Obama post-inauguration
by Julia

Zinberg

Daily Editorial Board

Now that the 2008 presidential election is over, one might expect that
the various groups of Obama supporters around the country would take a
well-deserved vacation from political
activism, but for the Tufts chapter of
Students For Barack Obama (SFBO),
the job is certainly far from over.
Ben Silver, one of the organizers of
the club, explained that although the
group’s original goals have been met, it
still has much to achieve.
“We’ve been coordinating with the
Tufts Democrats on their activities,”
Silver, a junior, said. “There’s been
some discussion, especially among
some of the enthusiastic freshmen,
about having some form of action
group, because there is definitely
work to be done. Obama can’t implement all the ideas he has without the

support of Americans who want to
make progress.”
While SFBO has some plans in the
discussion stage about supporting
Obama’s policies, it has not done anything as a group since the elections,
according to Silver. For now, it is hoping
to launch a campaign in which it will
write to members of Congress about
issues they want to see addressed.
The organization, which is only one
chapter of a nationwide campaign
group, was formed on campus when
Obama announced his presidential
campaign.
“In fall 2007, over a year ago, I started planning trips to canvass in New
Hampshire, and with the help of a
couple of students who have graduated, we put together an e-mail list and
started getting more and more people
involved,” Silver said. “We ended up
having hundreds of volunteers over the
course of the election.”

Many students who participated in
the election efforts said that they had
a good experience with the group and
that their newly acquired awareness
will likely inspire them to pursue further political activism.
Although SFBO has not been meeting
separately from the Tufts Democrats
since the election, they do not plan to
simply become incorporated into the
larger group.
“We worked with the Tufts
Democrats during the election, but I
think there’s definitely an in-between
there [in terms of identifying with the
Democrats and being an independent
group], because Obama definitely got
people involved who would not necessarily consider themselves Democrats,
or even liberals,” Silver said. “There
are moderates, independents [and]
even Republicans who agree with a
see SFBO, page 4

his week’s topic is one close to my
heart. As a freshly minted columnist in this fine paper, it should be
obvious that I, as much as anybody,
really enjoy seeing my name in print. And
I’m especially lucky: My beautiful picture
also gets printed every Tuesday along with
this column. I am not alone, though, in my
enthusiastic support of, well ... myself.
Tufts students, more so than students
from other schools, appreciate seeing their
names in print — be it in The New York
Times, The Tufts Daily, or even The New
Bedford Standard Times. A friend of mine
at Tufts recently sent an e-mail to a large
number of friends, asking us to read an
article his local newspaper at home wrote
about his internship at the White House. “It
looks at the experience in a more comprehensive way, not just focusing on my time
in the office, but the complete Washington
experience,” he wrote, taking himself far too
seriously. “I hope you will take the time to
read the article.”
That’s one example; I’m sure most Tufts
people could add similar anecdotes from their
social circles. This e-mail wasn’t particularly
off-putting, and the article was moderately
interesting — but it’s indicative of a broader
issue. Tufts people urgently self-promote like
few others. Any publication that has even a
very narrow readership (see Source, Primary)
attracts many writers, photographers and
people with no interest in journalism, so
long as they are assured of seeing their name
somewhere in print. It doesn’t matter if it’s in
a largely ignored magazine or newspaper or if
it’s only for serving as assistant copy editor for
The Public Journal.
By my count, Tufts has more than ten
separate, (relatively) regularly produced
publications, ranging from this paragon of
journalism, The Tufts Daily, to the lowly,
rarely published Forum, a project of the
Tufts Democrats (and for which I occasionally write). The vast majority of these
projects are funded by the Tufts Community
Union (TCU) Senate through the student
activities fund, and I suppose the publications are fulfilling the purpose of this fund
that the Senate, in its unrivaled wisdom,
allots to various student groups. One of the
greatest desires of Tufts students is to see
their names in print, so maximizing the
outlets for this desire is really the ideal use
for the money.
Speaking of the TCU Senate ... I’m convinced that the only reason people run
for Senate is so that they can enjoy excessive publicity from the Daily. The notoriety
attached to such glorious, glorious coverage
is not only a big ego boost, but it gives the
person being interviewed — let’s say TCU
Treasurer Matt Shapanka — the pleasure of
feeling superior to the lowly Daily staff writer who has to call Matt on a Sunday night to
ask him about the latest development in the
saga over the recovered funds. By the way,
I’m looking forward to a lengthy thank-you
note from Shapanka for the excellent publicity I’m giving him. Don’t forget the little
people, Matt.
With this interviewer-interviewee dynamic factored in, I’m a relative bottom-feeder
in the publicity scheme, but at least my
notoriety is guaranteed. I can write whatever I want in this column, really, and my
ugly mug will keep showing up at the top
of the page once a week. And here you are,
slaving away in the MAB lab to perfect the
photo layout in the forthcoming issue of
Tufts Traveler. I almost feel bad.
Want to see your name right here in this
very column? Contact me with something
that you think Tufts people like, and you could
provide the topic of an upcoming column.
Will Ehrenfeld is a junior majoring in peace
and justice studies. He can be reached at
Will.Ehrenfeld@tufts.edu.
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Efforts to improve students sexual
health still a work in progress
SEXUAL HEALTH

continued from page 3

to practicing safe sex.
“I think a lot of it just has to do with the
carelessness a lot of us experience when
we’re young,” said Jessica Snow, a senior
who taught The Socialization of Sexuality,
an Experimental College class, last semester. “We really don’t think it will happen
to us. It’s not … that it’s actually hard to
practice safe sex. I could walk into [Health
Service] tomorrow and get a condom or
a birth control prescription. But maybe I
don’t know if I’ll be having sex this Saturday
night, so I don’t do either of those things,
and then the opportunity [for sex] presents
itself. Call it pure laziness or hastiness.”
Meredith Klein/Tufts Daily

Students for Barack Obama plans to remain immune to party biases and encourages students
of every political affiliation to join.

SFBO separates itself from Tufts Dems
SFBO

continued from page 3

lot of his policies and positions and
especially with the ways he wants to go
about implementing them and having
bipartisan leadership.”
Many of the group’s members would
agree with Silver that Obama appeals to
people of all different political orientations. SFBO, therefore, plans to appeal
to all students, not just Democrats.
“I think it’s possible to be an active
Obama supporter without being
exclusively a Democrat,” freshman
Joel Greenberg said. “Obama was a
Democrat on paper, but he’s not like
any president we’ve ever seen before.
He did not cater to any one specific
group; he was an appealing candidate
for many people, regardless of their

political affiliation.”
Silver hopes the group will pick up
more momentum next year, around the
time of the 2010 primaries.
“There has been discussion about
some of the 2010 primary campaigns in
New Hampshire,” he said. “There will
be close races for the Senate that people
are going to want to be involved in.”
When he graduates, Silver plans to
pass leadership of SFBO along to younger students, but until then, he looks forward to staying involved with the group
and with Obama-related issues.
“The next presidential election will
be after I graduate, but the campaigns
coming up in 2010 will be getting
started before I graduate, and I plan
on helping out there as much as I
can,” he said.

“I could walk into [Health
Service] tomorrow and get
a condom or a birth control
prescription. But maybe I
don’t know if I’ll be having sex this Saturday night
so I don’t do either of those
things, and then the opportunity [for sex] presents itself.”
Jessica Snow
senior
Laziness isn’t the only reason that students don’t always practice safe sex. Julie
Jampel, director of postgraduate training
and continuing education director from
Counseling and Mental Health Services,
explained that alcohol, a staple of college
culture, interferes with the planning and

good judgment needed to practice safe
sex effectively.
“There are many reasons why a student may not practice safe sex or use
birth control. Some of these reasons
include wanting to feel that sex is spontaneous rather than something that has
to be thought about in advance. It takes
time to pursue resources, and some students may not want [to put] the time
into seeking them out. Also, some students may not recognize the risk or may
feel that the risk is too small to bother,”
Jampel said.
All of these symptoms are a part of
the hookup culture that has become an
almost inevitable part of university life.
And while condoms may be abundant,
communication is not. Bowdler notes
that there is still a taboo surrounding
talking about sex in general, let alone
safe sex. Additionally, Jampel explained
that some students don’t feel comfortable bringing such issues up — or may
feel that they don’t know how to bring
them up — without “ruining the mood.”
“Emotionally safe sex requires that
both parties know exactly what they’re
getting into and have communicated
their expectations to one another,” Snow
said. “I don’t think many people do this
… Communication can be sexy, but people are still really unsure about how to
make this happen.”
This lack of openness and understanding is what organizations like those on
and off campus are aiming to remedy.
“PPLM is normalizing sexual health
in Massachusetts through our education
and prevention programs and a public awareness campaign designed to get
people talking about sexual health, what
it means to be sexually healthy, and the
changes necessary to improve sexual
health in our culture,” Lown said.

We know you don’t have any big papers
due yet. Midterms? Please.
Take some time and write an op-ed.

Because as good as you may be, no one will ever
publish your completed sudoku puzzle. Just sayin’.
The Op-Ed section of the Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday
through Thursday. Submissions are welcome from all members of the Tufts community. We accept opinion articles on any aspect of campus life, as well as articles on national or international news. Opinion
pieces should be between 800 and 1,200 words. Please send submissions to oped@tuftsdaily.com in the
form of a .doc or .docx file no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired date of publication. If you
are unable to save your submission in one of these two formats, contact us for other instructions.
Please include a contact number with your submission.
Feel free to e-mail us with any questions.

Tuesday, February 3, 2009
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CALLING ALL ARTISTS!!

Community Relations
Off Campus Poster Design Contest
The Tufts office of Community Relations is sponsoring a contest
for students to design a poster that will be distributed to more
than 400 off-campus student households. Interested artists are
asked to submit original work that creatively displays how
students who live off campus can help create a respectful,
healthy living environment for themselves and their neighbors.

The winning artist will receive $250,
recognition for the artwork, and the
warm fuzzy feeling that comes from
helping the Tufts Community.
Visit http://universityrelations.tufts.edu/?pid=122&c=15 & link to
“off-campus student poster” to see a past edition of the poster.
The finished poster size must not exceed 18”x24”. Smaller entries
must be capable of enlargement of that size. Allow a 3”x2” space
for the Tufts logo.
All entrants must be current Tufts undergraduate students. Please
include your name, phone #, and year of graduation.
Entries may be emailed to CommunityRelations@tufts.edu or
mailed/delivered to Community Relations at 120 Packard Ave. For
more rules and regulations or with any questions, please call the
office of Community Relations at (617) 627-3780.

ARTWORK SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
April 3, 2009

Experience the joys of
international living
without ever having to
leave campus!
The International House
(13 Sawyer Ave.) has
openings for Fall ‘09:
3 Doubles, 1 Triple and
7 singles available.
U.S. and international
students are welcome to
apply!
Applications available at the International Center
20 Sawyer Ave.
or on our website
(http://ase.tufts.edu/icenter/eventsIhouse.htm)

Application Deadline:
Wednesday, February 4, 2009
Group Interviews take place
Feb. 6th, 9th, & 11th

The Tufts Daily
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IN CASE OF

EMERGENCY

This is only a test
There will be a test of the Tufts Emergency
Alert System

Wednesday, February 4
NEW DATE

You may receive email, voice and text
alerts—thank you for your patience and
help in testing this important system.
To learn more visit
http://emergency.tufts.edu
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Film Series Preview

EPIIC committee explores ‘Global Cities’
through pre-symposium film series

Zach Drucker and Chris Poldoian |
Bad Samaritans

Organizers hope films will inspire students to think about sustainability
by

Catherine Scott

Daily Editorial Board

adisney.go.com

‘Wall-E’ was the first film shown by EPIIC
in the series.

The annual symposium orchestrated
by the year-long Education for Public
Inquiry and International Citizenship
(EPIIC) class is only about two weeks
away, beginning on Feb. 19. To promote
the event on campus, members of EPIIC
have divided into committees, each with
its own strategy for spreading the word.
One of these committees is sponsoring
a film series that shows movies relating
to the theme of their EPIIC class, “Global
Cities.” Last Thursday, members of the
committee screened “Wall-E” (2008) in
Braker Hall. Sophomore Meera Pandit,
a member of the committee, explained
how “Wall-E” related to the theme of
“Global Cities.”
“‘Wall-E’ deals with themes of sustainability and taking care of this planet,”
Pandit said. “We will be having a panel
about sustainability at the symposium,
and it’s a topic that we covered this year
in the course.”
Tonight at 7:30 PM in Braker 001,
the series is screening “Night on Earth”
(1991), a documentary that characterizes five cities through taxi rides around

their streets. “The documentary shows
that we all share humanity,” Lumay
Wang, another member of the Film
Series committee, said. “The topic of the
documentary is global, but it still brings
the topic down to a level that everyone
can understand.”
The third film in the series is the
documentary “Street Soldiers” (2006),
which discusses local urban violence.
The movie explores a program in which
former gang members intercede in current gang violence, hoping to end the
bloodshed. Many of the individuals are
from Boston, so the story is locally relevant. This screening is coming up on
Thursday, Feb. 12, also at 7:30 p.m. in
Braker 001.
“The documentary is reflective of the
spirit that crime should be cut by tackling the problems before they start,”
Pandit said. “The program hopes to
rehabilitate former gang members and
getting them to help those currently
involved in gang violence.”
The last film will be shown on Feb.
17, the Tuesday before the symposium
begins. “City of God” (2002) is a critically
see EPIIC, page 8

Gallery Review

Engaging MFA exhibit explores one artist’s conception of
beauty through a stunning, nearly overwhelming display
by

Lilly Bogis

Contributing Writer

In the current art scene, where two of
the world’s most prestigious museums
recently jockeyed for a 13-foot, formal-

Splendor and Elegance:
European Decorative Arts and
Drawings from the Horace Wood
Brock Collection
At the Torf Gallery, through May 17
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
465 Huntington Avenue
617-267-9300
dehyde-encased shark carcass, the “aristocratic decorative arts” might not sound

particularly exciting or relevant. But the
detail and balance of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston’s (MFA) surprisingly refreshing new exhibit “Splendor and Elegance:
European Decorative Arts and Drawings
from the Horace Wood Brock Collection”
make it far from stuffy or stale. From
finely painted, delicate porcelain figures
to a towering, oversized gilt clock, the
exhibit nearly overwhelms visitors with
visual interest.
In “Splendor and Elegance,” exquisite
decorative objects such as desks, vases,
clocks and chairs mingle with lively
drawings and paintings from the 16th
through the 19th centuries. The enchanting collection of drawings, paintings
and decorative arts spans both time and
space, including objects from Britain,
Germany, Italy and France. The drawings
and paintings that are sprinkled through-

out the exhibit provide a broader context
for the decorative arts.
Organized somewhat chronologically,
the exhibit has a very intimate feel. It’s
as though one is wandering through the
rooms of a house, each one reflecting a different time period or culture. The sparse,
anatomical sketches of Italian artists Monti
and Boscoli serve as a strikingly intimate
view into the artists’ processes, while the
decorative furniture of the French “Rococo”
style, with its rich wood and intricate gilt
surfaces, reads more like an 18th-century
rendition of “MTV Cribs.”
With a few exceptions, most of the
drawings and paintings are either monochromatic or employ only very subtle
gradations in color. In the case of the
Flemish artist Peter Paul Rubens, this
see SPLENDOR, page 8

Album Review

A.C. Newman ‘guilty’ of producing a monotonous new album
by

Rebecca Goldberg
Daily Staff Writer

As the founder of indie-pop supergroup The New Pornographers, Canadian
songwriter A.C. Newman was crowned
as hipster royalty long ago. Newman

Get Guilty
A.C. Newman
Matador Records
gained a reputation as the sunny,
upbeat counterpoint to the often-dour
indie scene of the early 2000s. On the
strength of the success of the first two
New Pornographers albums, he released
his first solo effort, “The Slow Wonder,”
in 2004. The disc, which didn’t stray
too far from the Pornographers’ signature power pop style, sold modestly and
earned critical acclaim.
Five years and two more Pornographers
albums later, Newman has released his
follow-up, “Get Guilty,” and it seems like
he’s finally running out of ideas.
“Get Guilty” has a lot in common with
Newman’s previous work. Newman’s
see NEWMAN, page 8

acnewman.net

The founder of The New Pornographers has released a new, disappointing solo effort.

This column is not
yet rated

L

ike many of you out there, we spent
this past Sunday evening with
our buddies consuming obscene
amounts of pizza and watching TV;
more specifically, a series of 30-second snippets interrupted occasionally by a football
game. While some of the commercials were
great (Oh, Conan, at least the Swedes love
you!), what really intrigued us was the abundance of mesmerizing movie trailers.
For us, movie trailers can be just as exciting
as the movies themselves. By stylishly presenting a few key scenes, trailers give us a general
idea of what to expect while leaving us thirsting for more.
In order for a trailer to successfully hook
viewers, it must stray away from some hackneyed tendencies. Trailers often give away
too much information. “Gran Torino” (2008)’s
trailer not only revealed the movie’s premise
but force-fed plot-points down our throats.
Whet our appetites, don’t drown them.
In a trailer, less is more. “Cloverfield” (2008)
seized our attention by turning a seemingly
wild party into a scene of chaos and destruction without ever revealing the face of its monster or even the film’s title.
Regarding comedies, advertising teams
must be careful not to waste all of a movie’s
punch lines, because viewers can sense a
dearth of comedic diversity. For example, one
might chuckle at Kevin James’ rotund nature
in the trailer for “Paul Blart: Mall Cop” (2008).
Yet, if fat jokes become boring after 30 seconds, how could an audience survive 90 minutes of James precariously riding a Segway?
Sound can also make or break a trailer. In
trailers for “Pineapple Express” (2008), slow
motion footage of James Franco breakdancing is synced to MIA’s hip-hop ballad, “Paper
Planes.” The catchy tune and presence of
cannabis-related humor baited viewers to see
the film, only to find that “Paper Planes” was,
ironically, MIA from the actual film.
“The Strangers” (2008) trailer made us
cringe by excluding sound. No, you did not
accidentally sit on the mute button. During
one pivotal point in the trailer, a montage that
included Liv Tyler screaming and crawling
away from a masked pursuer omitted sound
and left our pants wet from silent terror.
On Sunday, the trailers were mixed. The
trailer for “Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen”
(2009) succeeded in emphasizing action-filled
scenes without disclosing too many plot details,
almost making us forget all about the fact that
Shia LaBeouf went on a drinking binge, totaled
his car and made the writers adjust the script to
incorporate his mangled hand.
Meanwhile, the “The Year One” (2009)
trailer, while lacking in substance, accentuated its venerable cast, concentrating its time
on actors Jack Black and Michael Cera, and
even flashing a glimpse at “Superbad’s” (2007)
McLovin, Christopher Mintz-Plasse. This trailer also acted as a prelude to Black’s steamy
love scene with the raunchiest 82-year-old in
Hollywood, Cloris Leachman, in the subsequent episode of “The Office.”
“Up” (2009), on the other hand, was borderline boastful. The trailer actually recited Pixar’s
previous triumphs. For the last time, we already
know you guys made “Finding Nemo” (2003).
So next time you go to the movies, make
sure to get there early enough to catch the
trailers. Who knows? Maybe you’ll catch a
glimpse of a goateed Will Ferrell battling giant
computer-generated crabs in a preview for
“Land of the Lost” (2009).

Zach Drucker and Chris Poldoian are freshmen who have not yet declared majors. They
can be reached at Zachary.Drucker@tufts.edu
and Christopher.Poldoian@tufts.edu.
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Ongoing film series generates interest in the upcoming EPIIC symposium

EPIIC

continued from page 7

acclaimed film about the “favelas,” or shanty towns, of Rio de
Janeiro in Brazil.
“This screening really brings
everything full circle,” Pandit
said. “The first thing we learned
about were the slums in Rio.
We’re trying to show films that
tie into our own topics, but that
also offer something for others.”
The EPIIC symposium does
not start for two more weeks,
but the members of the film
series committee are already
pleasantly surprised by the
interest generated by the
“Wall-E” screening. For the
symposium, committee members are hoping to attract an
audience that is not comprised
solely of people related to the
Institute of Global Leadership
(IGL) and the EPIIC program.
“IGL and EPIIC exist in
a small but intense niche in
the Tufts community,” Pandit

said. “We want to promote the
symposium, with International
Relations being the biggest
major at Tufts. People have a
vested interested in these topics, and they are all topics that
students have heard of.”

“We’re hoping with
these films we can stimulate interesting coversation that will spur
students to be active
citizens.”
Meera Pandit
sophomore
Both Pandit and Wang stressed
the inclusive nature of the “Global
Cities” topic and its relevance for
all Tufts students. The topic also
promotes the ever-present Tufts

motto of active citizenship.
“Everything we’ve learned
in this class has been pretty
much about active citizenship,” Wang said. “We’re hoping with these films we can
stimulate interesting conversation that will spur students
to be active citizens.”
The committee hopes that
their films will not only generate interest in the upcoming
symposium but will also get
students thinking about the
role global cities play in their
own lives. Members also hope
that the films and the symposium will persuade students to
help others less fortunate than
themselves.
“People need to understand
the world they live in and things
they can be doing,” Pandit
said. “Students need direction
and inspirations. We just want
to generate ideas and plans for
change. Any ideas for projects
are really valuable.”

impawards.com

In preparation for the EPIIC symposium, students are screening films
related to global cities, such as “City of God” (2002).

Newman fails to innovate in new album
NEWMAN

continued from page 7

Courtesy Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

A drawing by Paul Reubens captures tension and movement in simple
lines.

Mathematics and aesthetics
combine in the collection of
economist Brock at MFA
SPLENDOR

continued from page 7

sparseness of color showcases
the artist’s skilled use of lines
as a means of creating a vibrant
image. In “A Sheet of Anatomical
Studies,” Rubens renders the
gripping, twisted musculature of
two male arms with such tension and dynamism that the
work’s title hardly does it justice. The energy and drama that
Rubens creates infuses the decorative pieces with such a lifelike vibrancy that the curves and
contours of the furniture and
vases almost begin to resemble
human gestures. Other standouts
include Godfried Maes’ “Head of
Medusa” (1680), and Charles de
Wailly’s “Interior of a Celestial
Palace” (circa 1771).
Illusionist drawings that depict
decorative objects — like “Design
for an Urn with the Triumph of
Bacchus” — toy with the viewer’s
sense of what is real. The decorative mirrors in the collection,
like those of the English Regency
period, further contribute to the
play between reality and illusion.
They also add to the intimacy of
the exhibit by effectively integrating the viewer into the collection.
While engaging with the various
works, the viewer may inadvertently catch his or her own reflection in one of the mirrors, thereby
unintentionally participating in
the collection.
This enchanting collection
belongs to Horace W. Brock, a
Harvard- and Princeton-educated
mathematician and economist
who amassed the artwork and fur-

niture over a mere 30 years. What
makes “Splendor and Elegance”
so engaging is that it reflects one
man’s notion of what is beautiful
and visually appealing.
So what exactly does an economist know about art? The symmetry and grace of the works displayed in “Splendor and Elegance”
are a result of the collector’s keen
eye for beauty, which he has masterfully employed in choosing
which objects to purchase. In fact,
Brock’s conception of what makes
something beautiful is outlined
with near-mathematical accuracy
in his essay entitled “The Truth
about Beauty,” included in the
160-page catalog that is available
to read at the exhibit. His theory is
based on seeking just the right balance of complexity, which is made
up of a combination of “themes
and transformations.” His essay
is complete with a mathematical
appendix and a model of “maximal
beauty” that would be at home in
a microeconomics textbook.
Brock identifies his motivations for collecting these works
as purely aesthetic: “My quest has
been to enjoy beauty in the refuge of my own home and I have
acquired objects solely because I
find their harmonious design lifeenhancing,” he said.
The result is a collection of
stunning pieces that anyone can
appreciate and enjoy. During a
time when most are living a little
more modestly, Brock’s rich and
expansive collection feels like an
extravagant visual feast. And when
admission is free with a Tufts ID,
there is no excuse not to indulge.

reedy vocals are, as usual, supported by a shouting, harmonizing chorus of female voices
(usually featuring Kori Gardner
of Mates of State). The orchestration echoes of instruments
from electric guitars to drums
to pianos to violins pop in and
out as needed. Ponderous beats
power through every track, often
monotonous and unchanging.
Unfortunately, where his
melodies used to be joyous and
energetic, they’ve calmed down
to being borderline lethargic.
Some songs sound so similar,
they are nearly indistinguishable, making parts of the album
blur into one long, beat-driven
track. Newman’s song structures have always been mildly
repetitive; he tends to use a
few musical phrases over and
over between verses. Now those
phrases overwhelm anything
else a song has to offer.
Newman is wise to hold the
bombastic opening track, “There
Are Maybe Ten or Twelve…,” to
two-and-a-half minutes, and
the rhythmic pattern of “Get
Guilty” consumes “Elemental,”
which, with its quirky meter and
few repeated phrases, comes
off like a skipping record. In

“Thunderbolts,” atypical vocals
are hampered by an endlessly
recurring drum beat.
The album does have more
successful moments, though,
such as the subdued crescendo of “The Heartbreak Rides,”
which breaks up the repetitive chorus with a rollicking
guitar hook. “The Palace at 4
A.M.,” “Get Guilty’s” most popinfluenced offering, ratchets
up the tempo with a galloping
beat. The rhythm of the album
changes again with “Young
Atlantis,” which is more lowkey and meditative than previous tracks.
As usual, Newman’s work
oscillates between off-kilter
pop melodies and more cacophonic indie-rock efforts. “Like
A Hitman Like A Dancer” and
“The Changeling (Get Guilty)”
fall under the former category, showcasing back-up
vocals and instrumental solos.
Rockers include “Submarines of
Stockholm,” which uses staccato piano and guitar chords to
drive the limited melody, and
“The Collected Works,” which
combines low piano chords and
distorted guitar with a single
violin to create a uniquely textured indie-rock sound.
“Get Guilty” closes with

“All of My Days and All of My
Days Off,” the sing-along chorus of which hearkens back
to Newman’s earlier, happier
work. Regrettably, though,
not much substance is seen
in this or any other song on
the album. It’s as if Newman
skipped over the creative
work that went into his earlier
releases, relying on one idea
to create an entire album.
Truthfully, “Get Guilty” is
often monotonous and at
times overwhelmingly boring. It’s not outright bad but
merely mediocre. It seems as
though Newman has used up
the kind of dynamic songwriting material that made “The
Slow Wonder” such a pleasant
surprise five years ago.
Newman’s work has always
been invigorated with an
addictive rhythm and a certain
unpredictability. That hasn’t
changed. He has an enviable
ear for unconventional harmonies, melodic pivots and
layered
instrumentation.
Indie fans especially fans of
The New Pornographers’ 2007
release, “Challengers” will still
find something to like in “Get
Guilty,” but those familiar with
Newman’s oeuvre will know
that he can do much better.

acnewman.net

Partying with a unicorn is magical, even if you feel guilty afterwards.
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Looking for a place to live next year?

for
an outstanding senior who has contributed to the Tufts
International Community through leadership and
community service.

Interested in something other than a
traditional residence hall?

Try a Theme House!

The International Club is now accepting
nominations from students, faculty, and staff for an
outstanding senior who has demonstrated a strong
committement to the International Community.

Contact the following advisors to learn more:
Rainbow House - Tom Bourdon
Arts Haus- Gary Leupp
Crafts House – Mary Glaser
Bayit House- Rabbi Jeff Summit
Latino Culture House -Ruben Salinas-Stern
Muslim House -Yolanda King
International House -Jane Etish-Andrews
Asian American House- Linell Yugawa
Africana House – Katrina Moore

NOMINATIONS TO BE TURNED IN BY TUESDAY, FEB. 17, 2009

THE RECIPIENT WILL BE AWARDED AT THE PARADE OF
NATIONS ON SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2009.
Nomination forms are available at the International Center
(20 Sawyer Ave.) and online at:
http://ase.tufts.edu/icenter/events-chapmanaward.asp
(click on the link at the bottom of the page)

Applications now available through each small
group house advisor and/or house manager.
Application’s deadlines vary! Please contact the
SGH advisor today!
Questions: reslife@tufts.edu

GODDARD CHAPEL FORUM
RELIGION & INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
February 4, 2009
6 PM
Reverend Raymond G. Helmick
Dept. of Theology, Boston College
“Talking with Adversaries"
Cosponsored by The Chaplain’s Office, the Fletcher School, and The International Center
Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155 – (617) 627-3427
Website: www.tufts.edu/chaplaincy
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Editorial | Letters

It was a privilege to host the Right
Honourable Tony Blair yesterday at
Tufts. For many students and faculty members, the opportunity to hear
Britain’s former prime minister speak
was surely a memorable one — perhaps
more for proximity to the man himself
than for the content of his speech.
The topic of the Fares Lecture Series
— the Middle East — is always relevant and, especially after the last
few weeks of fighting in Gaza, Blair’s
lecture had particular resonance.
Given the downward spiral IsraeliPalestinian peace talks have taken
since the Second Intifada began
in 2000, the tenor of Blair’s speech
proved academically interesting and
perhaps even reassuring. The failure
of the 1990s peace talks has undoubtedly cast a pall over an issue that for
some seems unsolvable. The IsraelPalestine conflict may continue to
plague the region and the world for
decades to come.

But Blair, currently serving as a
Middle East Quartet representative,
seemed unusually optimistic. He
indicated that the answer is tenable
— that the two-state solution is not
impossible and did not perish with
the Camp David summit in 2000 and
Taba in 2001. While these comments
should be evaluated critically, it was
still refreshing for a major world leader
to speak about the Israeli-Palestinian
peace process in such positive terms.
His concluding references to the
necessity of global alliances for solving the world’s most challenging problems seemed to hint at the potential
this country now has to restore old
friendships under a new administration. And this, combined with Blair’s
final praise of the final outcome of the
country’s recent presidential election,
proved encouraging, especially in the
context of a lecture on the state of
conflict in the Middle East.
Beyond this, however, the audience

would have been better served if Blair
had been slightly more concrete and
specific in his proposals and opinions.
Blair stated that we need reinvigorated political negotiation and a combination of both hard and soft power to
deal with a conflict that he defined as
the most important factor in stabilizing the Middle East.
He did not delve much deeper than
this. And for an audience full of students and scholars, that was a shame.
Although Blair clearly could not begin
to appropriately give this conflict its
due in a 40-minute speech, his words,
though reassuring and strong, barely
skimmed the surface.
Nonetheless, Blair was surprisingly
witty and interesting — in both his
manner of speaking and the subject
matter in which he delved — a combination that lent itself to a positive,
though perhaps academically underwhelming, experience for the Tufts
community.
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An open letter to the Tufts community

Letter to students regarding Winter Bash
Dear Members of the Tufts Student
Body:
As Co-Chairs of the Programming
Board here at Tufts, we would like to
officially welcome you back to the
Hill for second semester. We hope
that the events we have organized
and are in the process of planning will
make your semester enjoyable and
memorable.
However, it is with great displeasure that we find ourselves writing
to you in regards to last weekend’s
Winter Bash. The behavior of certain students has led us to question whether events like Winter Bash
can be held again in the future. The
excessive level of intoxication (leading to an inflated number of alcoholrelated medical emergencies) and the
disrespectful and sometimes violent
behavior students exhibited toward
volunteers and staff was beyond what
we could have imagined.
We are aware that there were issues
with traffic flow and bathroom access
and we are working to fix those problems for the future. However, as both
your peers and those responsible for

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the Editorial Page editors,
and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and
graphics does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Tufts Daily editorial board.

the organization of not only Winter
Bash but also other campus functions, it is imperative that you, our
fellow students, recognize your role in
ensuring the safety of others and the
success of events.
For students to urinate in inappropriate places, verbally and physically harass volunteers and allow
themselves to become intoxicated to
the point of inflicting bodily harm
is below the standard to which we
should hold ourselves as Tufts students. Aside from the evident detrimental effects of excessive alcohol
consumption, there were also a high
number of alcohol-related transports
to area hospitals. So often we are
reminded that we are the future leaders of our generation, and as such
it is our responsibility to realize the

consequences of our decisions and
actions.
As we continue through the second
semester, we ask for your help. Putting
on an event takes considerable time
to plan and coordinate, but we enjoy
every moment of it knowing we might
make the student experience more
memorable. Let Winter Bash serve as a
learning experience and as a point from
which we can move forward. We are
hoping that in the future you will make
choices that will allow us to continue
to do what we enjoy most: offer programs and entertainment to the Tufts
student body.
Sincerely,
Vanessa White and Ben Moskowitz
Programming Board Co-Chairs
Class of 2009

Correction:

The Jan. 30 article “Tufts faculty, staff give to local nonprofits through annual program” incorrectly stated that the Tufts Neighborhood Service Fund was once called
the Tufts Community Appeal. The Tufts Community Appeal is still in existence and
is the umbrella organization for the Tufts Neighborhood Service Fund.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 350-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy is subject
to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board
and Executive Business Director. A publication schedule and rate card are available upon request.
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Op-Ed

Off the Hill | UNIVERSITY OF Central Florida

Your arteries really don’t believe you

mct

by Jeff

Weiner

Central Florida Future

While I stood in the snack line at the movies last
week, eagerly awaiting my turn to pay way too much
money for artery-clogging junk, I overheard the following conversation between the customer in front
of me and the employee behind the counter.
“I’ll take a large bucket of popcorn, with extraextra butter,” said the customer, an ordinary guy
of average height and weight. It was an ordinary
request, although the extra “extra” seemed somewhat
excessive.
“Anything else?” asked the cashier.
“Oh, yeah,” said the man. “I’d like a small Diet
Coke.”
Maybe that exchange doesn’t bother you, but even
typing it is enough to make my head hurt. I used to
work at a movie theater, and I will tell you with certainty that I have filled that paradoxical order more

than any other.
Extra-extra butter and a Diet Coke. I guess he was
hoping that the “diet” in his Coke would be enough
to cancel out the extra-extra calories he had dumped
all over his popcorn.
It’s the same logic that applied when the nonprofit
Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) sued
Burger King in 2007. The lawsuit was one of many
that have bubbled up in recent years on the issue of
trans fat.
The suit alleged that trans fat made the King’s
burgers dangerously unhealthy. As if the burgers
needed the help.
I guess the CSPI was looking forward to the glorious day when we could all order our triple bacon
cheeseburgers, safe in the knowledge that all of the
trans fat has been removed, leaving only a big heaping pile of regular fats that are marginally less detrimental.
The issue at hand is this: You can live healthily or

not. I don’t, and I won’t judge you if you don’t either.
But, please, be honest with yourself, and don’t fool
yourself by thinking like these people.
Companies are fully aware that they can trick people
with the illusion of healthy living. Take VitaminWater,
for example — but for the love of God, don’t drink it.
It turns out, shockingly, that just because a product has the word “vitamin” in its name that does not
mean that it’s good for you. Another lawsuit, this yet
again the work of the CSPI, has been filed recently
against Coca-Cola Co. for making deceptive claims.
According to the CSPI, VitaminWater is no better
for you than sodas or other sugary drinks. It’s probably only marginally better for you than drinking the
water on campus.
The time has come for each of us to make a choice
between extra-extra butter and diet soda, between fat
and no fat and between sugar and water. It’s sad but
true that when it comes to your health, you can’t have
your cake and eat it too.

Off the Hill | Vanderbilt University

Obama works to ensure equal pay for equal work
by

Neily Todd

Vanderbuilt Hustler

Change doesn't necessarily mean progress. A move
in a negative direction is a change in the same way
that a move in a positive direction is a change. What's
more, change takes time. Knowing that change
doesn't always equal progress and that change takes
time, I was very curious to see what would come of
President Obama's first few days in office. Would
people like the changes they saw? Would people
become disheartened if noticeable results were not
immediately clear? How would the reality of Obama's
change take shape?
It has now been almost two weeks since Obama's
first day in office, and I am pleased to see how
quickly he has hit the ground running. While I was
not surprised at Obama's ambition, typically the bigger a politician's promises are, the more skeptical I
become. Changing a nation is a big promise — one I
was doubtful anyone could tackle. Though of course
it remains true that some of Obama's bigger changes,
such as his economic efforts, will not take shape
until much later down the road, his early changes are
quickly softening this skeptic's heart.

Last Thursday, Obama signed into law the Lilly
Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, which essentially overturns
a 2007 Supreme Court decision denying Alabama
resident Lilly Ledbetter the chance to seek due recompense upon discovering the sizable pay disparity
between her and her male co-workers for 19 years.
The Supreme Court's decision required that discrimination claims be filed within 180 days of the
company's initial discriminatory decision. Obama's
new law extends the statute of limitations an additional 180 days with each new unfair paycheck. With
the old law, workers were essentially being punished
for not knowing they were receiving lower pay than
their counterparts. As long as a company could hide
the pay discrimination for 180 days, they were safe
from suit.
Opponents of the new law may argue that extending the statute of limitations in this manner is unfair
to companies who may no longer employ the managers who made the discriminatory decisions in
the first place. This argument falls short, however,
in the knowledge that companies are liable for the
bad decisions made by managers. If at one time a
discriminatory decision was made under the company's name, it is their responsibility to provide just

compensation.
It is shocking that in 2009, women still must clamor for equal pay for equal work. According to U.S.
Census Bureau data, women earn 78 cents for every
dollar men earn doing the same work. What rational
thinking person can justify the $200,000 Ledbetter
lost over the course of her 19-year employment? If
a woman is capable of doing the same job as a man,
and I assume the company believes her to be if she is
hired for it, she should be paid the same amount.
Discrimination on all fronts — race, gender, religion, age — is an issue which our country has been
fighting to overcome since its founding. The push for
equal rights is one that continues to this day. Pay discrimination should be of concern to all Americans,
not just women. What father wants to see his daughter paid less simply because of her gender?
Obama puts it nicely saying, "Equal pay is by no
means just a women's issue; it's a family issue, and
in this economy, when so many folks are already
working harder for less and struggling to get by,
the last thing they can afford is losing part of each
month's paycheck to simple and plain discrimination." America is long overdue in granting paychecks
free of discrimination.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of the Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Op-Ed welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles
on campus, national and international issues should be 800 to 1,200 words in length. Editorial cartoons and Op-Eds in the form of cartoons are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to
appear in the Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material must be submitted via e-mail (oped@tuftsdaily.com) attached in .doc or .docx format.
Questions and concerns should be directed to the Op-Ed editors. The opinions expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Tufts Daily itself.
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Doonesbury

by

Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							

solutions

Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Carrying Labour to victory in 1997

Late Night at the Daily
Solution to Monday’s puzzle

“Rob, did you just ask a follow-up question
about Mike’s beard?”
~Matt

Please recycle this Daily

by

Wiley
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Housing
3 and 4 BR Apts.
Both beautiful apartments have
been completely refinished. Entire
house rebuilt. Great location close
to main campus. Parking option
available. Rental available 9/1/09.
$1800 and $2300. No fees. Just
Beautiful. Call (781) 526-8471.
Thanks.
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apt.
Amazing location, 2 blocks from
Tufts, newly renovated, stunningly
beautiful. Huge sunny rooms, 2
new bathrooms, new hardwood
floors, new designer windows,
new heating, electric, kitchen.
Parking negotiable. Available 9/1/09
$2400. No fees. (781) 396-4657

Services
3 Bedroom, Curtis Ave.
53 Curtis Ave. Somerville. 3 BR
Eat-in Kitchen, Full Living room,
new decks, laundry system, parking, new heating system and windows. $2000. Russ 978 663-6370
4 Bedroom, Curtis Ave.
53 Curtis Ave. Somerville. 4 BR
Eat-in Kitchen, Full Living room,
new decks, laundry system, parking, new heating system and windows. $2400. Russ 978 663-6370
6 Bedroom Apt at Tufts
Large 6 bdrm/2 bath on Walker
St, across from Tufts football
field, newly updated, washer/
dryer, lots of off-street parking,
storage, porches, yard, subletting
O.K., $625/bdrm/month, available
June 1. Call Tom 617-413-5716 or
TomCDriscoll@comcast.net
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Housing

Housing

Great 4 Br Apt Available
for next school year. June 1,
2009 - May 30th 2010 - Right near
school. Last one left $2450 - Call
617-448-6233

4 Bedroom Apt at Tufts
Large 4 bdrm on Walker St., across
from Tufts football field, newly
updated, washer/dryer, lots of offstreet parking, storage, porches,
yard, subletting O.K, $625/bdrm/
month., available June 1. Call Tom
617-413-5716 or TomCDriscoll@
comcast.net

Available for Lease
3 Bedroom, very close to campus, for school year 2009-2010.
Common room, big kitchen, parking - ACT NOW WONT LAST. Call
617-448-6233
3 and 4 Bedroom Apartments
(781) 863-0440 No fees, $525$645/BR. Clean modern apartments next to Tufts on quiet
street. New washer & dryer.
Large modern kitchens with new
refrigerators, dishwashers, and oak
cabinets. Bathrooms remodeled.
Hardwood floors, front and back
porches, garages.

Wanted

Wanted

Tufts University Conference
Bureau & Summer Programs
Positions now available in conference facilitation, office administration, and residential counseling.
Many positions include housing
and duty meals. Visit our employment website at http://www.ase.
tufts.edu/conferences/employment
for details.

Sperm Donors Needed
Cambridge.
Up to 1200 dollars a month.
Healthy MEN, wanted for
California Cryobanks sperm donor
program. APPLY ONLINE www.
spermbank.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Jumbos qualify a slew of athletes for New England Div. III Championships
MEN’S TRACK

continued from page 16

— one of Tufts’ four first-place
finishes in the meet — while
freshman Connor Rose placed
second in the event with a time
of 1:23.90 despite running in a
slower heat.
“Connor’s race in the 600
was really good to see,” Welch
said. “He has a lot of potential,
and I’m sure we won’t even
see all of it this year since it’s
his first time running indoor
track, but that was the start
of it since he’s getting more
workouts under his belt and
coming off of sickness.”
Juniors Jesse Faller and
Welch took first and second in
the 3,000-meter run, respectively. Faller finished in 8:31.72
and Welch followed in 8:37.05,
12 seconds ahead of the thirdplace runner. Both posted personal records.
“We both PRed so I can’t
complain with that,” Welch

said. “I think both of us probably felt afterwards that we
both still have a better race
in us at that distance, but it
went really well. I think it’s a
really good setup for Jesse for
Div. III’s because he is going
to run the 3k there ... Jesse’s 3k
was a five second PR and looking like he could break 8:30
the next time out, maybe with
more competition.”
Junior Ikenna Acholonu tallied Tufts’ third first-place finish on the day with a time of
7.87 seconds in the 55-meter hurdles, just 0.15 seconds
short of the provisional mark,
while the final Jumbo victory
came from sophomore Alex
Gresham, who posted a distance of 15.65 meters in the
weight throw.
“Gresham’s throw was a huge
PR, and the throwers in general
have just been improving week
to week,” Welch said.
The Jumbos boasted four

other runner-up finishers along
with Rose and Welch. Senior
quad-captain Colin Fitzgerald
took second in the 200-meter
dash with 23.04 seconds, while
sophomore Jeff Ragazzini ran
2:33.23 in the 1,000-meter run
to claim second in the event.
The distance medley relay
team of juniors Ryan Lena, Alex
Landy,Jason Hanrahan and
sophomore Corey Melnick ran
11:12.97 to finish second, and
junior Isaiah Paramore recorded 1.95 meters in the high jump
for second.
“I thought it was the best
team performance we’ve seen
all season,” Fitzgerald said.
“The intensity was really high,
and there were more PRs than
I had seen all season. One just
kept following another. It was a
great meet to watch and to be a
part of.”
Each event group performed
well, and there were very few
weak performances on a day

Freshman Tang leads sweep in pole vault
WOMEN’S TRACK

continued from page 16

to her earlier qualifying performance in the 5k.
Sophomore Amy Wilfert then capped Tufts’
dominance in the long-distance events, as her
time of 10:20.59 in the 3k run was not only good
for first but was more than 20 seconds ahead of
second-place finisher Ravenna Neville, a junior
from Wesleyan.
Freshman Nakeisha Jones also put together
a strong day, winning both the high jump
and the 55-meter hurdles. Her height of 1.58
meters was almost two inches higher than
that of senior Lara Dalidowitz of Springfield,
while in the hurdles, she dominated both
her first heat and the finals. Jones registered
the best time in preliminaries with a 9.17second mark and subsequently surpassed it
in the finals with an 8.97 finish. Her finals
time was almost half a second faster than the
second-place finisher, junior Kiran Sheffrin
of Wesleyan, who finished just half a second
faster than the sixth-place finisher.
In the 400-meter dash, Tufts finished onetwo as senior Halsey Stebbins took first with
a time of 1:00.96, followed by sophomore
Andrea Caruth, who finished in 1:03.01, just
0.26 seconds ahead of the third-place finisher.
Meanwhile, in the 600-meter run, Ferry continued her reliable ways by taking first with a
1:39.4 mark, a mere 0.2 seconds ahead of the
next-closest competitor.

“It was definitely my best race of the year,”
Ferry said. “It was exciting because I outleaned one of the Wesleyan girls at the line. It
was a great race; it was fun to win my first one
this season.”
Crane also notched a solid day for Tufts,
finishing second in the long jump and third
in the 55-meter dash. Despite heading into
finals with the fastest preliminary time, a
technical error in the finals cost her a possible first-place finish.
“I had an unfortunate mishap coming out
of the starting blocks,” Crane said. “I slipped off
the block and it caused for a delayed reaction.
I’m determined to practice and prepare myself
so it doesn’t happen again at Div. IIIs.”
Perhaps Tufts’ strongest performances of the
day came in the pole vault. The Jumbos swept
the top three spots with freshman Katherine
Tang, senior Jennifer Johnson and sophomore
Allison Fechter all hitting the same mark of 2.82
meters, with Tang coming out on top.
The Jumbos will host another meet this
weekend before the team travels to BU on Feb.
13 and 14 for the Valentine Invitational.
“Basically we’re really trying to get qualifying
marks down that we need to get for everyone to qualify for Div. IIIs,” Ferry said. “For
those who’ve already qualified, it’s a chance
to hopefully get a little faster or do a little better so we’re really ready to go [at the NCAA
Championship].”

Eating Disorder Treatment
Treatment of Adults
Suffering from Anorexia and
Bulimia Nervosa
For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-client ratio in New
England, informed clinicians refer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
provide extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
non-institutional therapeutic setting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
programs in West Medford and West Somerville. Call Linda at
781 396-1116 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.

when many athletes met the
qualifying marks for Div. III
Championships, Fitzgerald said.
Sophomore Frank DeSalvo
made his season debut and was
the first Jumbo of the season to
qualify in the triple jump with a
mark of 13.18 meters, good for
third place.
“One of the strongest points
of our team in the past has
been our [depth],” Fitzgerald
said. “We’ve always had a lot
of qualifying marks, and we’re
starting to see them there. We
had some athletes who didn’t
run this week, which is why
the point standing was lower,
but we don’t worry too much
about that during the regular
season meets. What is important is that we get more and
more athletes qualifying for the
championship meets.
“We competed against MIT,
which is a major competitor of
ours at the Div. III championships,” Fitzgerald continued.

“A lot of the matchups we saw
on the track on Saturday, we
will probably see again at [that
meet]. We also saw Springfield,
which has a strong sprint crew,
so it was good for our sprinters
to see them. We saw a lot of
teams that we will see again in
three weeks, so it was good to
see them this weekend.”
The team will host the third
Tufts Invitational of the season
this weekend before closing out
the regular season at BU for the
Valentine Invitational. Although
it has two more competitions
left before the New England
Div. III Championships, Tufts is
ultimately focused on its postseason aspirations.
“I think we have a great
team,” Fitzgerald said. “We
won [New England Div. IIIs] last
year, and we’re starting to see
our potential. We saw glimpses
of it this weekend, and hopefully will keep on improving in
the next few weeks.”

Looking for a place to live next year?

Interested in something other than a
traditional residence hall?

Try a Language House!

Contact the following advisors to learn more:
Spanish House- Marta Rosso- O’Laughlin
Russian House -Nancy Iffland- Petrov
German House -Bernhard Martin
French House -Emese Soos
Chinese House -Jinyu Li
Japanese House- Shiori Koisumo

Applications now available through each small
group house advisor and/or house manager.
Application’s deadlines vary! Please contact the
SGH advisor today!
Questions: reslife@tufts.edu
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Exhaustion a factor in narrow 5-4 Jumbo loss NESCAC Women’s Squash Tournament
WOMEN’S SQUASH
continued from page 16

the Jumbos would relish the
opportunity to play Amherst a
third time.
“I think we surprised them
a little bit given the score of
the first match,” Herrmann
said. “We could have come out
on top, and I think we would
all like a rematch with them
at Nationals.”
On Saturday, Tufts squared
off against two of the top 12
teams in the country. In the
afternoon, the Jumbos lost
9-0 to Bates in a consolation
match. Senior Caroline Choi,
playing No. 9 on the ladder,
was the lone Jumbo to take a
set in that contest.
Earlier that day Tufts faced off

“We knew that Colby would
be a tough match, and we came
in well-prepared,” Engman
said. “The NESCAC has a lot of
good teams, and beating Colby
ensured we wouldn’t finish in
the bottom three.”
With two weeks remaining
in the season, the players are
still focusing on sharpening
their play in anticipation of
Nationals, which will continue in a Thursday battle with
regional foe Wellesley.
“We want to work on our
drop-shots and front-court
game,” Engman said. “We’ve
been working a lot on keeping
our shots deep and to the back
of the court, and now we just
need to work on attacking and
putting our shots away.”

with Trinity, the No. 3-ranked
team in the nation and eventual tourney winner. Despite
the final 9-0 score, there were
positive developments in the
match. Senior tri-captain
Victoria Barba, playing at No. 1,
and her sister Mercedes, playing at No. 3, won 14 and 12
points, respectively.
Play on Friday saw Tufts
defeat a Colby team ranked four
spots higher on the national
ladder, 5-4, in the first round
of the tournament. Tufts, who
was actually seeded one spot
above Colby for NESCACs, was
buoyed by strong straight-set
performances from several
players, including Herrmann,
senior tri-captain Simone Grant
and freshman Alix Michael.

Championship Bracket — at Trinity College
Jan. 30
Jan. 31
First Round Quarterfinals

Feb. 1

Jan. 31

Championship

Semifinals

1 Trinity

9 Colby

5:15 p.m. 8 Tufts
8 Tufts
5 Bates

8 a.m. 1 Trinity
3 p.m.

1 Trinity

8 a.m. 4 Midd.
4 Middlebury
11 Conn. College

2 p.m.
7:30 p.m. 6 Hamilton
6 Hamilton
9:45 a.m. 3 Bowdoin
3 Bowdoin

4:45 p.m.

2 Williams

1 Trinity

Champion

2 Williams

9:45 a.m. 2 Williams
5:15 p.m. 7 Amherst

10 Wesleyan
7 Amherst

Tufts rebounds with wins against Conn. College, Wesleyan at NESCACs
MEN’S SQUASH

continued from page 16

didn’t go our way in the end. The
final score doesn’t exactly represent
the end result because we lost two
matches in five and fought some
matches into four sets. Overall, I don’t
think we played badly.”
The Jumbos picked up wins
by sophomore Ben Rind at No. 3,
Leighton at No. 6 and senior tri-captain Chris Martin at No. 7. Although
Leighton and Rind swept their opponents, Martin lost his second set, forcing the match into extra sets to decide
the best-of-five match. Eventually

emerging victorious in four games,
Martin attributed his success to shot
selection and physical consistency.
“For the games I won, I kept my
game very basic,” Martin said. “I
didn’t try to do anything fancy — I
hit the ball low and hard, keeping
my opponent in the backcourt and
gained points on his errors or opportunities in the front of the court. My
strategy was simplicity and consistency. I kept the pace fast for the
whole match to encourage him to
make errors and let his errors put the
game in our favor.”
Although unable to secure victo-

NESCAC Men’s Squash Tournament
Championship Bracket — at Trinity College
Jan. 30
First Round

Feb. 1

Jan. 31

Jan. 31

Quarterfinals

Semifinals

Championship

1 Trinity

9 Colby

11:30 a.m. 1Trinity
5:15 p.m. 9 Colby
1 Trinity
8 Tufts
6:30 p.m.
5 Amherst
11:30 a.m. 5 Amherst
4 Bowdoin

11 Wesleyan

2 p.m.

1 Trinity

Champion

7:30 p.m. 6 Middlebury
6 Middlebury
1:15 p.m. 3 Bates
3 Bates

8:15 p.m. 2 Williams

2 Williams
10 Conn. College

1:15 p.m. 2 Williams

7:30 p.m. 7 Hamilton
7 Hamilton

ries in most of the other matches,
three Jumbos went into four sets
while two were forced into five. In
the No. 5 match, junior Zach Bradley
fell to Colby sophomore Alexander
Place in five sets as Place stormed
back in the final two sets to beat
Bradley. Similar come-from-behind
Mule wins came in the No. 4 and
No. 9 positions against junior Max
Dalury and senior tri-captain Josh
Levinson, respectively. Colby’s fastpaced, back-handed shot strategy
contributed to Tufts’ demise as the
squad rushed to adapt to the unfamiliar style of play.
“I felt like I was off to a good start,
keeping up with my opponent and
being where I need to be on shots
and winning the first game,” Dalury
said. “It came down to just not having good shot selection in the rest of
the matches. Their Nos. 5 to 9 players were the most fast-paced and
hard-hitting, which was something
we weren’t necessarily used to.
“Colby beat us with low, hardpaced shots and, in the future, we
need to adjust to opponents that
play like that,” he continued. “Our
fitness is solid right now, so our main
areas we need to improve on are
shot selection and how to face hardhitting opponents successfully.”
After falling to Colby on Friday,
Tufts butted heads with 10th-seeded
Conn. College and No. 11-seeded
Wesleyan on Saturday in the losers’
bracket, hosted by the Cardinals.
Having defeated both teams the last
five seasons, the Jumbos extended
their streak, handily defeating Conn.
College 9-0 and Wesleyan 8-1, with

StatISTICS | Standings

the only loss of the day coming in
five games from Rind at the third slot.
Although the back-to-back victories
were refreshing for the team, the narrow loss to Colby was still fresh on its
mind and has sent the Jumbos back
to the drawing board.
“The early elimination was
tough, but at the same time, this
group has the best team dynamic
I’ve ever seen during my time at
Tufts and we’ll improve our game,”
Martin said. “We need to work on
adaptation because we have a hard
time adjusting to other player’s
styles of play ... Colby liked to hit
the ball hard and keep us in the
backcourt, which ultimately caused
us to slip up and lose matches.
“We need to get used to that speed
of game play to win in the future,”
he continued. “We might start using
a one-dot ball in practice that adds
more speed and rebound to the
game. If we begin using a one-dot
ball, we should get better at controlling matches in the future, whereas
in the past, speed may have impeded
our success.”
Upcoming weekend action at
the Maine Round Robin, hosted by
Bowdoin, will offer the chance for
the Jumbos to learn from the loss
to Colby as they take on NESCAC
foes Bates and the host Polar Bears
in addition to a team from George
Washington (GW). The Jumbos
have not faced the Colonials since
2004 when Tufts eked out a 5-4 decision. GW recently reached its highest
national ranking in program history
at No. 22, which ought to provide
the 20th-ranked Jumbos with stiff

SCHEDULE | Feb. 3 - Feb. 7
TUE

Men's Basketball
(9-11, 1-5 NESCAC)
NESCAC

W
Middlebury 5
Amherst
4
Colby
4
Williams
4
Bowdoin
2
Trinity
2
Bates
2
Wesleyan
2
Conn. Coll. 1
Tufts
1

L
0
1
1
1
3
3
4
4
5
5

OVERALL

W
18
16
13
14
12
6
11
6
11
9

L
2
3
5
6
6
12
9
12
9
11

Individual Statistics
RPG
8.6
4.6
3.1
2.6
2.0
5.0
1.4
3.4
1.4
2.4
1.3
1.0
1.5

APG
1.2
1.5
1.4
4.9
0.7
1.0
2.2
0.4
1.1
0.7
0.2
0.2
0.1

Jon Pierce
Dave Beyel
Aaron Gallant
Matt Galvin
Dan Cook
Tom Selby
A. Quezada
James Long
Reed Morgan
Sam Mason
Bryan Lowry
Peter Saba
Max Cassidy

PPG
21.7
12.8
12.4
5.8
4.6
4.6
4.0
3.9
3.3
2.2
2.1
1.0
0.9

Team

74.6 39.2 13.0

Women's Basketball
(15-2, 5-1 NESCAC)
NESCAC

W
Tufts
5
Amherst
4
Bowdoin
4
Bates
4
Trinity
3
Williams
3
Wesleyan
2
Colby
1
Middlebury 1
Conn. Coll. 0

L
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
4
6

OVERALL

W
15
19
16
15
15
8
10
9
7
7

L
2
1
4
6
3
12
8
9
12
12

Individual Statistics
RPG
8.3
4.2
4.5
6.2
2.9
5.6
0.8
3.7
1.1
2.1
0.5
0.6
0.4

competition come Saturday.
Before that, Tufts squares off
against a formidable Bates lineup,
which earned the No. 3-seeding
in the NESCACs and has pounced
on the Jumbos in the last five seasons, including an 8-1 pounding in
last year’s contest. However, considering Bates’ recent loss in the
semifinals versus Williams, coupled
with Bradley and Leighton’s respective successes against Bates in
past matches and lessons learned
from the Colby loss, there may
be enough momentum for the
Jumbos to poach the Bobcats this
time around.
“Bates is going to be a tough
match, but we’re looking forward
to hard-fought matches,” Leighton
said. “It won’t be a blowout; we have
a chance to win a lot of games. We’re
looking forward to the whole weekend, because we’ll be playing teams
that are slightly above our level of
play. If everyone plays well, we should
be able to beat GW, and by beating
these teams, we should move up in
the college rankings while also proving ourselves against some slightly
higher ranked opponents.”
“[Conn. College and Wesleyan]
weren’t very difficult matches, but
they were opportunities to get us
back on our feet,” Martin added.
“The weekend as a whole gave us
more incentive to go back to Tufts
and step up our physical training in
preparation for next week. We need
to play above our own level and push
ourselves. We know what we have to
do well to win, we’ve done it before
and we’ll do it again.”

APG
0.9
5.0
2.1
1.1
1.9
1.0
0.5
1.8
1.0
0.2
1.0
0.4
0.5

Julia Baily
Colleen Hart
Kim Moynihan
K. Tausanovitch
Casey Sullivan
Rachel Figaro
Lindsay Weiner
Vanessa Miller
T. Kornegay
Katie Puishys
Kate Barnosky
Katie Wholey
Stacy Filocco

PPG
14.3
11.9
10.9
10.2
8.1
7.5
2.9
2.9
2.2
2.0
1.4
1.3
1.2

Team

74.4 43.6 16.8

Ice Hockey

(7-9-1, 4-8-1 NESCAC/ECAC East)
NESCAC

W
Amherst
10
Middlebury 10
Williams
9
Trinity
9
Conn. Coll. 5
Bowdoin
5
Hamilton
6
Tufts
4
Colby
3
Wesleyan 2

L
2
2
2
4
5
6
7
8
8
10

T
1
1
2
0
3
2
0
1
2
1

OVERALL

W
12
13
11
12
9
8
7
7
5
2

L
4
4
4
5
6
8
10
9
10
14

T
1
1
2
0
3
2
1
1
3
1

Individual Statistics
Tom Derosa
Nick Resor
Dylan Cooper
Mike Vitale
Evan Story
Andy Davis
Matt Amico
Lindsay Walker
Zach Diaco
Doug Wilson
Team

G
10
8
4
1
6
3
1
3
3
2
48

A
8
9
9
8
2
5
7
4
3
4
74

Pts.
18
17
13
9
8
8
8
7
6
6
122

Goalkeeping
Scott Barchard
Jay McNamara
Team

S
497
55
557

GA
46
9
60

S%
.915
.859
.903

WED

THU

at UMass
Dartmouth
7 p.m.

Men’s
Basketball
Women’s
Basketball

vs. UMass
Dartmouth
7 p.m.

Ice Hockey

at Suffolk
7:15 p.m.

		
		
		

		
		
		

FRI

SAT

vs.
Trinity
7 p.m.

vs. Amherst
2 p.m.

at Trinity
7 p.m.

at Amherst
3 p.m.
at Trinity
7:15 p.m.

Men’s
Swimming and
Diving

at MIT/
Middlebury
Invite 7 p.m.

at MIT/
Middlebury
Invite 1 p.m.

Women’s
Swimming and
Diving

at MIT/
Middlebury
Invite 7 p.m.

at MIT/
Middlebury
Invite 1 p.m.

Men’s Indoor
Track and Field

Tufts Invite III
10 a.m.

Women’s
Indoor Track
and Field

Tufts Invite III
10 a.m.

Men’s
Squash

Women’s
Squash
		

vs. Wellesley
at Bellmont
Hill 6:30 p.m.

Maine Round
Robin
at Bowdoin
6 p.m.

Maine Round
Robin
at Bowdoin
11 a.m., 2 p.m.

Maine Round
Robin
at Bowdoin
6 p.m.

Maine Round
Robin
at Bowdoin
11 a.m., 2 p.m
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Junior Engelking wins Tufts Pentathlon
by

Jeremy Greenhouse | Follow the Money

Lauren Flament

Senior Staff Writer

For junior Jared Engelking, Friday
evening’s pentathlon was a game of
precision.
With a score of 3,400 points,
Engelking hit the exact mark necessary
to qualify for the NCAA Championships
— a personal best for the junior, who
outscored WPI senior Joe Krasinskas
by 177 for the top spot.
“I think there were a couple of
events that I could have done better in,
but all in all, I qualified for Nationals,
so I was pleased,” Engelking said.
“I wasn’t really looking at it as in
terms of trying to win the meet —
I was just trying to go for points,”
he continued. “The competition was
pretty good; I was pushing myself the
entire time. The hurdles were the only
event that I actually won, so it was
good competition.”
Tufts’ other two competitors posted
impressive results during the pentathlon at the Gantcher Center as
Junior Trevor Donadt claimed fourth
place with 3,115 points — just five
points out of third — followed by
senior quad-captain Skip Pagel, who
finished fifth with a score of 3,059.
The Pentathlon featured athletes from
Tufts, WPI, Bates, Colby, Williams, MIT
and Fitchburg.
Notching more than 2,900 points
apiece, all three Jumbos qualified for
Div. III New Englands.
“[Donadt and Pagel] both achieved
their goals of qualifying for New
Englands, so based on that, they did
pretty well,” Engelking said. “I know
both of them are capable of performing better than that, but both of them
achieved their goal.”
Engelking’s best performance came
in the 55-meter hurdles, which he
won with a time of 7.94 seconds, earning himself 865 points — the highest
point total any athlete received in a
single event Friday.
Despite earning his lowest point
values in the jumps, Engelking placed
second in the long jump with 6.05
meters while tying for third in the
high jump with 1.77 meters.
“I definitely still need to work on my
high jump and long jump,” Engelking
said.
Donadt’s best performance was his
third-place finish in the 55-meter hur-

Steven Smith/Tufts Daily

With a 3,400-point showing at Friday night’s Tufts Pentathlon, junior Jared Engelking
provisionally qualified for the NCAA Championships. In addition to claming victory in the
55-meter hurdles, he took second in both the long jump and the shot put.
dles with a time of 8.02 seconds. Pagel
also claimed two third-place finishes,
recording a jump of 5.98 meters in the
long jump and a throw of 11 meters in
the shot put.
The athletes will compete in the

pentathlon again at Div. III New
Englands Feb. 20-21.
“[At New Englands], I would like
to try to improve on the 3,400 to get
a higher score to guarantee myself at
spot at Nationals,” Engelking said.

Top Ten | Moments From Super Bowl XLIII
We at the Daily aren’t ready to anoint this
the best Super Bowl of all time, but it certainly
is up there. For three quarters we were in
danger of seeing the Big Game turn into a
blowout, but the Cardinals staged a miraculous comeback. Of course, Santonio Holmes
and the Steelers ended Arizona’s Cinderella
dreams within a span of two minutes.
And since we aren’t ready to leave football
behind, this Top Ten honors the best parts of
the 43rd installment of the Super Bowl:
10. Comcast’s porn glitch. While people in
Arizona were surely celebrating after Larry
Fitzgerald’s go-ahead touchdown catch, there
were a few unhappy customers in Tucson.
Comcast’s feed of the game was interrupted
by a short clip from the pornographic channel
Shorteez. The image (let’s just say it involves
“going down”) was a bad omen for the end
of the Cardinals’ season.
9. Big-Game Kurt. He might have made
one of the worst plays in Super Bowl history,
turning the game around at the end of the
first half by throwing a pick to James Harrison
at the goal line. But Kurt Warner still lived up
to his reputation as a big-game player, hitting Larry Fitzgerald for the go-ahead score
and once again finishing with over 300 yards
for his third strong Super Bowl performance
(even if he lost two out of three).
8. Roethlisberger’s Eli impression.
Someone was taking notes when Eli Manning
pulled off his phenomenal game-winning
pass last year. The only difference between Eli
and Big Ben was that Ben pulled it off twice.
Warner made his own theatrical attempt at
a miracle play at the end of the game ... and
fumbled. Ouch, Kurt. Maybe next time?

MCT

Take a load off, big guy. Those were the longest 100 yards of your life.
7. Touchdowns from the unknowns. Gary
Russell? Ben Patrick? That’s right, the first
two touchdowns of the game were scored
by a back who finished with negative rushing
yards and a backup tight end who had 11
catches all season.
6. ‘Zona’s double goal line stand. Up 17-7
with the ball on the 5-yard line, Pittsburgh
appeared ready to put the game away at
the end of the third quarter. But Arizona had
not one, but two (thanks to a penalty on the
Steelers’ first field goal try) goal-line stands to
keep the game within striking distance.
5. Springsteen goes nuts. We heeded his
call when he told us to put down the chicken
fingers and guacamole. So what was the
reward from Mr. Springsteen? A knee-slide
in the middle of “Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out”
that let everyone watching at home get a
view of the Boss’s crotch.
4. The Cash4Gold commercial. Considering
most of their ads consist of insincere testimonials from people with sun in their
eyes, Cash4Gold really stepped up its game
this time. Pairing Ed McMahon with M.C.

Hammer was perfect for the Cards-Steelers
Super Bowl: Nobody knows how they got
there, but somehow it just worked.
3. James Harrison’s interception return.
How he managed to keep his feet down the
entire way downfield may forever be a mystery. But at least now we all know what it’s
like to see a 240-pound man rumble his way
100 yards down a football field for a Steeler
TD. And it is awesome.
2. Fitzgerald’s “game-winner.” How many
people thought the game was over when
Fitzgerald blew past the entire Steelers’ secondary with less than three minutes to go?
He’s proven that he can take games over at
any point ... He just can’t play defense.
1. Holmes’ game-winner. The Cardinals
fought valiantly, but in the end they couldn’t
overcome the Steelers’ Holmes-field advantage. Four catches for 73 yards and a gamewinner on the team’s final drive? Give this
man his MVP trophy.
—by David Heck and Ethan Landy

T

Salary cap
recap

he Yankees are ruining baseball.
Well, no, they’re not. The Yankees are
exploiting a financial advantage that
exists in the league’s rules. But isn’t
the point of sport to have all its participants
competing on an equal playing field? Sure,
and that’s why every team in baseball is bound
by the same rules. So how then do we fix the
problem that allows the Yankees to purchase
Mark Teixeira, A.J. Burnett and CC Sabathia in
the same offseason? By limiting team spending, and herein lies the idea of a salary cap.
The news that baseball owners in
Milwaukee, Houston, Pittsburgh and Oakland
advocate a cap is not, in fact, news. You’re
telling me employers want to keep costs
down? What’s next? Will owners start looking
to finance stadiums with public funds? The
possibility of a cap is near nil, simply because
the Player’s Association would never go for it.
Baseball players remain underpaid, and a salary cap would further limit their income.
Yet all the other major sport leagues have
salary caps in place, and they all seem to be
working. Let’s take a look at those other caps.
The NFL works as the most successful sports
league on several levels for several reasons.
The main source of league revenue comes
from national television contracts, which are
divided equally among teams. In baseball,
Boston and New York have the respective cash
cows of NESN and YES. Washington’s local TV
audience drew approximately 9,000 viewers
per Nationals game last season, which was
less than a third of any other team.
Local revenues are also distributed much
more evenly in football than in baseball. Every
home team fills its stadium with at least 55,000
fans per football game. In baseball, the difference between the Yankees’ and Marlins’
average attendance is around 35,000 fans per
game, and that’s strung across 162 games, not
16. The NFL is able to use a hard salary cap
that treats all teams equally because all teams
are relatively equal.
The NBA and NHL have similar problems
to MLB in that so much of the league’s revenue
is generated by specific markets. The NBA
uses a soft salary cap that allows teams to go
over the cap to retain star players. Big markets
like New York can go way over the cap, but
they have to pay a luxury tax.
Compared to baseball, the NBA’s soft cap is
a disaster. Some owners refuse to pay a luxury
tax and therefore sacrifice players and draft
picks to get under the cap. This structure also
requires teams making a trade to have matching salaries pass between sides, creating a
situation in which players with pricey expiring
contracts become assets.
The NHL’s collective bargaining agreement
has been rather successful since the lockout,
as the league has had record revenues. The
NHL’s cap is a similar concept to the NFL’s, but
hockey has a major problem. Small-market
clubs are forced to spend an impossible
percentage of their local revenue on player
salaries. So while the small-market Phoenix
Coyotes may be a playoff competitor, they’re
going bankrupt. This flaw would likely exist
within a baseball hard cap.
For baseball, my solution would be to limit
team spending by imposing revenue sharing
and a luxury tax but without a salary cap. If certain markets generate excess revenues, then
they should distribute that money around
the league as well as to their players. Teams
that face this luxury tax on exorbitant payrolls
would experience diminishing returns and
would be discouraged from signing too many
free agents. Small-market teams would be
able to spend their revenue as necessary without the impediment of a floor.
Of course, this is the system already in
place. The problem is that the Steinbrenner
family that owns the Yankees is willing to dip
into its own pockets and, at times, operate at
a deficit. Meanwhile, Marlins owner Jeffrey
Loria is willing to pocket his stake in revenue
sharing instead of reinvesting it in his team.
One change I’d make is to require teams that
benefit from revenue sharing to spend that
money on maintaining or improving their rosters, be it on drafting, international signings or
arbitration cases. With this provision in place,
I would also increase the luxury tax and the
number of teams that face it.
Yes, there is a problem. But a salary cap isn’t
the answer.

Jeremy Greenhouse is a sophomore who has
not yet declared a major. He can be reached
at Jeremy.Greenhouse@tufts.edu.
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Jumbos take third at
Bowdoin Invitational

Tufts cruises to first-place finish
by

David Heck

Daily Editorial Board

Unlike most sports, track and
field emphasizes the performance
of the individual, not the team, dur-

by

Thanks to a number of personal bests, the men’s track and
field team took third place in

WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
Tufts Invitational II
Gantcher Center, Friday and
Saturday
1.) Tufts 		
2.) Amherst
3.) Springfield
4.) Wesleyan
5.) WPI		

MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
Bowdoin Invitational
at Brunswick, Maine, Saturday

245
153
142
53
51

ing the regular season, as qualifying athletes for New Englands and
NCAAs are the main objectives. Still,
when a school hosts a meet, it’s nice
to be able to protect that homegym advantage and register a win.
That’s exactly what the women’s track and field team did this
weekend, finishing first out of
10 teams at the second of three
Tufts Invitationals this year. After
placing second out of nine at its
first home meet, Tufts racked up
245 points, almost 100 more than
second-place Amherst (153), and
won eight of 20 events on the day
en route to its victory.
“It was exciting,” senior tri-captain Jackie Ferry said. “It’s always
good to get the win, and most of us
performed well so that was great
to see, especially at this point in
the season. We want to perform to
our potential more because Div. III
Championships are coming up, so
a win is always great.”
“I’m very proud of the team,”
junior Logan Crane said. “It’s always
great to have a win. It builds a lot of
confidence.”
Sophomore Steph McNamara,
an All-American in cross country
during the fall cross country season,
won both of her events and qualified provisionally for NCAAs in the
mile. She first pulled out a closely

Lauren Flament

Senior Staff Writer

1. MIT 		
2. Bowdoin
3. Tufts		
4. Springfield
5. Colby		

181
155
121
89
3

the Bowdoin Invitational on
Saturday. The Jumbos scored
121 points, trailing MIT (181

see MEN’S TRACK, page 13

Moynihan nets co-NESCAC Player of 		
the Week honors

over 20 seconds, with her time well
within the NCAA provisional mark
of 5:05. The sophomore adds her
NCAA provisional time in the mile

Prospects looked grim for the
women’s basketball team Friday
night, as the Jumbos found
themselves in a nine-point hole
in the first half against Wesleyan.
By the time the clock had run
down, the Jumbos had amassed
a 75-63 win, thanks in large part,
to the work of senior co-captain
Kim Moynihan, whose careerhigh 26 points brought her team
to within three at the half and
propelled it to its 14th win of
the season.
The performance not only
earned her team its fourth
NESCAC win of the season, but it
also earned her recognition from
the league, as she was named
NESCAC co-Player of the Week
yesterday, along with Amherst
sophomore Sarah Leyman.

see WOMEN’S TRACK, page 13

—by Rachel Dolin

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Junior Logan Crane finished second in the long jump and third in the
55-meter dash at the Tufts Invitational on Saturday.
contested 1,000-meter run, finishing in 3:00.60 to narrowly edge out
Trinity senior Allie Lemire by just
over one second. McNamara then
finished the mile in 4:57.44 to beat
out the next-closest competitor by

Men’s Squash

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Senior tri-captain Brian Rassel (shown here), along with fellow tri-captain Josh Levinson,
dominated at the bottom of the order for the men’s squash team this weekend.

Jumbos mull over 6-3 loss to
Mules in NESCAC Tournament
Lauren Flament

For the men’s squash team, the weekend’s
NESCAC tournament acted as a benchmark
to measure progress of an otherwise less-thanstellar season. Indeed, the Jumbos suffered
their first-ever exit from the tourney during the
opening round at the hands of the Colby Mules,
ending a three-year run of quarterfinal appearances by the Tufts squad.
The No. 9-seeded Mules’ 6-3 trampling of
the eighth-seeded Jumbos at Trinity marked

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Tufts overcomes Colby but
then drops three straight
Noah Schumer

Daily Editorial Board

Senior Staff Writer

		

Women’s Squash

by

by

points) and Bowdoin (155)
while trumping Springfield (89)
and Colby (3).
“It was a really strong meet,”
junior quad-captain Nick Welch
said. “Lots of guys hit the qualifiers that they needed to, and
some guys had some huge PRs
that are really encouraging
just a few weeks out from New
Englands ... Across the board the
intensity was good, and again
that is encouraging, because we
need to build the momentum
up for the meet in a couple
weeks at New Englands.”
Junior Scott Brinkman won
the 600-meter run in 1:23.74

the end of a three-game winning streak for
a team that has struggled to find its rhythm.
Despite the outcome, a Colby victory over Tufts
for the first time in four seasons, the Jumbo
squad cites its overall performance as indicative of its potential.
“Colby was a pretty tough squad, and we
didn’t particularly match up well with them,”
junior Scott Leighton said. “We were prepared
for the match, evidenced by the few matches
that went into four or five games. They just
see MEN’S SQUASH, page 14

The nationally ranked No. 18 women’s squash team entered the NESCAC
Tournament over the weekend hoping to ride the momentum of a twogame winning streak against a tough
first-round opponent in the Colby
Mules. The Jumbos were successful
in that task, edging Colby 5-4 before
dropping their next three matches
of the tournament 9-0 to Trinity and
Bates on Saturday and 5-4 to Amherst
in a nail-biter on Sunday morning in
Hartford, Conn.
Despite the disappointment of
losing three conference matches in
one weekend, the squad remained
upbeat about the experience of playing competitive matches with upperechelon teams.
“It was a really good weekend,”
senior tri-captain Jessica Herrmann
said. “We got to play our first really
close matches. Against Colby, we had
to fight for it and want it. We’ve had
a lot of matches that were blowouts
for or against us, which are good for
practice. But they don’t do a whole lot
for us.”
Tufts entered its matchup with
Amherst, the No. 17-ranked squad
in the country, coming off a tough
Saturday of being swept by two elite
teams. The Jumbos were also fight-

ing fatigue from having to compete
in their fourth match in three days.
Despite the adversity, the team rallied to play a significantly more competitive match than its first meeting with the Lord Jeffs, a 9-0 loss in
early December.
“Two of the girls lost in five sets,
which was heartbreaking,” assistant
coach Kelsey Engman said. “But we
should also be proud that all of the
training and work that we’ve done paid
off, which showed in the improvement
between this match and the last one.
We could have won it.”
Sophomore Valerie Koo at No. 3,
freshman Mercedes Barba at No. 4 and
junior Katie Stork at No. 8 all delivered
straight-set victories, while Herrmann
hung tough to win a four-set affair at
No. 5. For Tufts, the drain of playing
a full weekend of matches, most of
which took place early in the morning,
may have played a role in the outcome
against Amherst.
“We haven’t played that many
matches this year, so we were tired by
the end of the weekend,” Engman said.
“Being the eighth seed, we also had to
play some early-morning matches at 8
or 8:30 a.m. Even things like not getting enough sleep can be a factor.”
With the end-of-season Howe Cup
coming up two weeks from now,
see WOMEN’S SQUASH, page 14

